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Concept
Twitter Description
Mindfulness and motivation for your mental health–LoveFromP (53 characters)

Inspiration
The inspiration for this project, derives from my own personal experiences.
Since I was six years old, I suffered with depression. I was an unhappy child
after my parent’s divorce. I would find myself crying at random points. I
thought it was because I just missed my dad, but when the opportunity arrived
to live with my dad, the depression never went away. My once familiar life
with my parents disappeared, and I had no one who to speak to it about. From
then onwards, my family and personal life became toxic. My depression had
gotten so bad, that I had no intention on living anymore. Until one day, I
decided to pursue a career in performing arts. Although my family were
against it, I learnt valuable lessons in the art of feeling and connecting. My
greatest strength became empathy. Though I was hurting, I would give people
around me advise, as I knew what it felt like to not be heard. I am now referred
to as the ‘therapy’ friend. Even to this day, I find strangers being able to open
up to me.
Unfortunately, depression does not go away. However, I learnt coping
mechanisms from prior trauma responses. I have learnt what works for me.
From then onwards, I passed my knowledge onto my friends. So why not
broaden the horizon onto other people?
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Elevator Pitch
I have given advice to a lot of individuals. Two things, I found in common are,
that people crave understanding and a form of intimacy. Celebrities have fame
and fortune and still die from mental health conditions. A lot of celebrities felt
misunderstood, prime example is Marilyn Monroe. She had looks, fame and
money and, although she did not die from a mental health condition, some
would say she died with a broken heart. She craved love and validation from
men, and did not know, how to get the love she needed for herself. Love From
P, offers advice in different sectors that are learnt through experiences. In this
case, my experiences. I came up with name ‘Love from P’ as I wanted my
information, to be as though I am writing personal letters to the users. This
was to form intimate and strong connections with my consumers.
My idea for this website is having relatability to its users. I am also that person
that did not validate herself, I am also that person who has break downs. My
ideas are not unattainable goals. My ideas are realistic and achievable. I want
to be that friend who can understand and relate to anyone and everyone.
Love from P is a free space for anyone to come too, to momentarily relax, be
understood and just breathe.
My original idea was to create a section/forum for people to share their
experiences, so people can connect and have a space where they feel safe.
Furthermore, in that section, have a positivity page – where people can share
optimism and light. Additionally, I wanted a section, where I had ready-madetemplates for morning/night schedules, recipes and colouring sketches.
I then decided that writing all the content myself, was a big task. If I did not
generate enough traffic, then it would all go to waste.
Now, my initial plan is to publish the articles and the recipes first. Then, after
generating traffic, I will add more articles and recipes. I named the recipes
section as ‘Get-Creative’. In the great-creative section, I then plan on adding
the templates for the morning/night routine and colouring sketches.
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Longer Account of Problem
The survey below, looks at the experiences of people receiving community
mental health services. They received feedback from 17,601 people who
received treatment for a mental health condition between 1 September 2019
and 30 November 2019. 2021 statics, are not yet available.

Crisis care
•
•

28% of people indicated that they would not know who to contact, out of
office hours in the NHS, if they had a crisis
Of those who did try to contact this person or team, almost a fifth (17%) either
did not get the help they needed or could not contact them (2%)

Support and wellbeing
•
•
•

36% of people felt they had not had support with their physical health needs
43% said they did not receive help or advice in finding support with financial
advice or benefits
43% of people did not get help or advice in finding support for keeping or
finding paid or voluntary work, but would have liked this help

Accessing care
•
•
•

44% of people who had received NHS therapies in the last 12 months felt they
waited too long to receive them
24% of people felt they had not seen NHS mental health services often enough
to meet their needs
59% said they were ‘definitely’ given enough time to discuss their needs and
treatment

Involvement
1. 53% of those who had agreed with someone what care they will receive were
‘definitely’ involved as much as they wanted to be in the planning of their care
2. 52% of people who had been receiving medicines in the last 12 months were
‘definitely’ involved in making decisions about their medicines as much as they
wanted to be
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3. 50% of those who had received NHS therapies in the last 12 months were
‘definitely’ involved as much as they wanted to be in deciding which therapies
to use

Communication
•
•
•

28% of people indicated that they had not been told who is in charge of
organising their care
24% of those who had been receiving medicines in the last 12 months for their
mental health needs had no discussion about the possible side effects
41% of people who had been receiving medicines had not had the purpose of
discussed with them fully
The report above shows that consistently, people are reporting poor
experiences of the NHS community mental health services. Only a few positive
results were documented. The negative experiences were reported for people
in crisis care, accessing care, and involvement. There was a huge difference in
experiences of different age groups of individuals, especially with people with
different diagnosis.
There were three common factors, I found to be repetitive. The first one being,
not enough people had access to talk to a member of the NHS. The second
being, the people felt their needs were not being met, or didn’t have enough
time for their needs to be met. Lastly, they had to wait a long period of time to
discuss their problems, or for anyone to even contact them.

Value Proposition
Using technology to help treat people with mental health conditions, could
enable people to access mental health more cheaply and efficiently, than ever
before. NICE, is looking to improve online technology to help people solve their
concerns regarding depression and anxiety.
Love from P has information 24/7 for people to access without a payment.
You do not have to journey through different social media to find information.
My website will fit into its own mental well-being niche of providing self-care
tips, recipes and techniques all on one forum. I want this website to be a
continuous working-progress and hopefully later on in the years have
collaborations with different influencers, instructors and therapists. I want it to
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be a space where people can heal the mind, body and soul, without having to
use medication. These tips can be done at home, expense free and most
importantly, independently. This website is by no means a “cure” but a way for
one to manage their emotions and be able to relax and seek abundance of
peace.

Unique Selling Point
Although there are many competitors already out there. They do not provide
information from people, that have experienced the same symptoms. I am
writing tips from a personal experience, on what has worked for me. I am
creating a personal interaction with the users, by writing the articles from a
more conversational structure. The users will feel more connected to me, as I
share similar experiences that they encounter or have encountered. Love from
P, will have different activities such as cooking, breathing exercises and
meditation all led by me. Love from P, also offers different tasks you can take
away and try out. You can comment on the articles, if that has worked for you.
This, gives hope and knowledge onto other users. The website will slowly build
a forum for people to connect and share experiences of their own. Love From
P, will also be offering suggestions of articles, from other users, for me to write
as well as submitting their own.
Love From P, is the only website that offers all of these services, all on one link.
Furthermore, it provides informational articles, which deliver links to health
care lines, all on one forum, without asking for a single penny.

Manifesto
The purpose of this site, is to create an open space for people, living with
depression and anxiety.
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Business & Cultural Context
History of mental health - Cultural Context
• Before the NHS was created, mental health was largely unchanged. In
the Victorian era, methods and practices were old fashioned and people
with mental health was veiled in stigma. People suffering from mental
health problems were kept in asylums away from the people’s view and
their communities. The language used in the parliament was “lunacy”
and “mental deficiency”.
• Physical healthcare began to see medical advancements, the treatments
improved and was free for all. Meanwhile, the mental health care stood
still. Despite the fact that interest levels grew in the time of the second
world war. Service men, showed symptoms of post-traumatic stress
disorder, but the mental health care system still remained stagnant.
• The mental health act was passed in 1959, a decade after the NHS was
introduced to the parliament.
• In 1961 the government declared Victorian asylums to be closed and
that patients should be cared for in conventional hospital wards, or
within the community. In reality, it wasn’t until the 1970’s that the
nation asylums were de-commissioned and closed. It took many years
and NHS integration was limited.
•

22 years later, in 1983 the mental health act was revised. The issue of
consent was introduced. The mental health act could still detain people,
if they were at risk of harming themselves or others. At this time, the
people being treated for mental health conditions voluntarily pursued
help.

• Community care was encouraged after the 1959 act was introduced, but
happed gradually. Questions still remained unanswered. Who should
provide community-centred care, and who should cover the costs?
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• Between 2002-2008 many articles and technology have been introduced
to treat mental health which aims to provide people with common
health problems such as anxiety and depression.
• Services now treat 560,000 people per year, using a range of treatments
including face-to-face therapy and digital therapies such as apps and
online programmes.
• In 2017, 50% of people with mental health conditions were not offered
alternatives to medicines – this is despite the fact that a quarter of those
said they would have liked an alternative form of treatment
With companies like NICE, trying to encourage therapists to have apps
and online programmes. This shows the potential trafficking, that Love
from P is able to generate. The data above shows, that despite people
having mental health, people are looking for an organic way to
overcome and help themselves. That is a service I can provide for them.

The graph below shows the data interest of 12 months, on how many people
were seeking mental health help. Further down below, I have inserted a
picture of the statics/reading of graph.
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The numbers represent the search interest relative to the highest point on the
chart. A value of 100 is the peak of popularity for the term.
Looking at the spreadsheet, it shows the amount of people, that have tried to
reach out for help. As covid-19 has hit the country, the number of decreased
mental health as risen, making it a perfect time for an active input in helping
towards the mental health community.

Business
How can Love from P actively help to improve mental health care?
The World Health Organization (WHO), are an organisation that help increase
the mental health care systems. They recommend an “optical mix of services
pyramid” in which the health care system cost the least and are more
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frequently needed (e.g. self-care and informational community care) it then
forms the base of a pyramid. To develop a mix of services and improve mental
health care delivery - The core strategies are listed as:
1. Increasing and improving information for decision-making and
technology transfer to increase country capacity.
2. Raising awareness about mental disorders through education and
advocacy for more respect of human rights and less stigma.
3. Assisting countries in designing policies and developing comprehensive
and effective mental health services.
4. Building local capacity for public mental health research in poor
countries.
5. Limit the number of mental hospitals
6. Build community mental health services
7. Develop mental health services in general hospitals
8. Integrate mental health services into primary health care
9. Build informal community mental health services
10.Promote self-care
Now, implementing WHO’s strategy will require investments by the global
health community. However, Love from P applies a couple of these strategies
already.
Although, I cannot implement everything in this list. Love from P, promotes
self-care, promotes mental health services and is slowly building an informal
community via the comments. I am hoping to improve the community, by
building a login portal for people to give their own informal advice on what
makes them feel better, near in the future.

Cognate Websites
Having looked online at my competitors, I found a few websites that could
have similar topics. While my website is labelled as a mental well-being
website, it has no direct competitors but does share comparable articles.

Mind
https://www.mind.org.uk/
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Content: The first one being, Mind. Mind is a website to offer mental health
support to those in need. It offers direct helplines and information on how to
take care of your well-being.
Target: Mind targets anyone who is suffering with mental health
Design: The websites primary colours are blue and white. With a mixture of
light pastel colours.
Strengths: The colours the website has used, evoke openness and relaxation.
These shades are considered, soothing and sometimes even equate with
sanity. Pastel colours represent neutrality, and they are peaceful and soft.
Weakness: As a mental health user, I find it hard take in all the information.
The homepage is filled with information, which then, takes longer to navigate
through the website.
Also – All pages include at least some metadata, but only 60% of pages have a
description meta tag. The description meta data is important as it appears on
Google’s search results. The pages that do not have a description are:
https://www.mind.org.uk/need-urgent-help/using-this-tool
- This page is important as it helps people recognise the significance
of who to contact for helplines.
https://www.mind.org.uk/information-support/
- The second page is information and support which is important as
it helps people identify mental health problems, drugs and
treatments, helplines and a lot more.

Nhs
https://www.nhs.uk
Content: This website gives health advice to people from all sectors, including
mental health.
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Target: people facing a health problem, looking for information on that
problem or providing a solution.
Design: The main colour of this website like Mind, is blue. With hints of yellow,
and green. The blue in this website represents trust – as it is an informational
site, trust is important.
Strengths: The website is easy to navigate, as it has a chronological order of
the problems you may be facing.
Weakness: As it is a website for all medical conditions. It may take some time
before you reach the mental health section. When you do finally reach the
section, the only advise NHS give, is to see a GP or find a therapist.
Other weaknesses include:
Freshness – The website has not been updated since April. Visitors perceive
up-to-date websites as more credible. Websites that are updated more
regularly, are also spidered by search engines more often.
- There is no website found on http://.nhs.uk
- This is bad as visitors may presume they can visit that address.
Putting a HTT3 301 will direct to the correct website.

Young Minds
https://www.youngminds.org.uk/
Content: This website gives advice and provides support for young children on
their mental health. It also has a section for parents to find guidance, if their
children may be suffering.
Target: Aimed for young children facing mental health problems, also aimed
for parents to help their children with mental health.
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Design: The main colours of this website is yellow, purple, pink and blue. These
are all bright colours. I believe yellow represents optimism. Purple combines
the calm stability of blue and the fierce energy of red. Pink represents kindness
and blue represents sensitivity.
Strengths: It is easy to find information and has a very warm and inviting aura
to the website. It is very easy to navigate through the website and find the
right page.
- It’s the 218,277 most popular website in the world.

Weaknesses: the website has not been last updated in the 12 months. Users
like up-to-date websites and view them as more credible.

Non-cognate site
I found some other websites that are not directly connected to mine, but
provide similar services such as articles and therapists.

Tiny Buddha
https://tinybuddha.com/blog-posts/
Content: Tiny Buddha is a blog website, that submits different posts on advice
and sells merchandise on the theme of spirituality.
Target: Tiny Buddha’s target is aimed for people who are seeking advice on
every-day lifestyle problems.
Design: The design is mostly white, with only hints of blue for the buttons.
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Strength: it has a lot of content and is well organised.
Weakness: although there is a lot content, I am not so keen on the website
layout and design.
- On the home-page it is choked with information, the motto of the
website is ‘simple wisdom for complex lives’. This contradicts the
statement, as it can be overwhelming when first landing on the
website.

Daily Om
https://www.dailyom.com/
Content: This is a website that takes a universal approach to holistic living for
the mind body and spirit. It supports people that want to live a conscious
lifestyle.
Target: This website is aimed for people that want to live a spiritual lifestyle
and want to learn more.
Design: The design is mostly using white and black.
Strengths: Like tiny Buddha, it has a lot of content.
Weakness: The site is very disorganised, it has a lot of information and if I was
to look into the site, wanting to learn more, I wouldn’t know where to start.
You can’t really tell what the website is about (unless you know the meaning of
om) until you go on the about us page.
Looking at the cognate and the non-cognate sites, I have come up with some
improvements on my own website. I have mostly noticed that on the popular
websites, they have twitter; which my website does not. By marketing my
website more, I will generate more traffic. I am also going to look into making
my website have printability sheets. This may not be a priority right now, but
most of the successful websites have this feature. Lastly, I will not choke my
home page with loads of information, without giving an explanation of what
the website is about first.
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Swot Analysis – Love From P
Strengths

1. No costs- People struggling financially wouldn't have to pay for my
website
2. Its accessible 24/7
3. Offering a range of techniques and tips to improve daily function
4. Free articles, that will be updated.

Weaknesses

1. Not accessible to people who may not have the best technology skillsfor example- elderly residents.
2. Not trained in Phycology
3. Resource limitations- I don’t have a therapist at hand or free services of
counselling I personally can offer.
4. May be vulnerable to cyber-attacks
Opportunities

1. As my mental health website emerges, I can eventually have the
contributions of other therapists, instructors and can even go into
business by marketing products such as candles, sages and incents that
can drive sales.
2. Spiritual healing is the new up and coming way to heal without
medication and a lot more people are starting to practice.
3. I can use social media to market my website and also other mental
health blogs/ channels.
4. Could expand user-use in other parts of the world

Threats

1. Other competitors such as Mind.org, Young minds, NHS and The Mental
Health Foundations
2. Other social media competitors such as You-Tubers and Instagram
Influencers
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3. Changing technologies are becoming more crucial to keep up with
4. Customers personal choice may not be what I provide
How I plan on Generating traffic:
1. My start-up marketing tool, was the branding of my website. I created a
logo and published it.
2. I used a strategy called content marketing. I created an Instagram
account for my personal website. Then, I started producing small
content to publish, which would be only be available in further detail
when clicking on my website.
3. Next, optimizing my local SEO, as mobile tends to dominate, this makes
it easier for customers in my local and surrounding community to access;
4. Also, making sure my website includes a main phrase tag line and test
out the keywords such as mindfulness and motivation. These key
phrases are mentioned in my articles.
5. Lastly, after my website is completed. I will be asking satisfied users to
write a comment. Eventually moving onto, writing reviews, making it
easier for other third-party customers to find my business - by qualified
prospects.
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Planning
Commodity
User Persona’s
To make my website feel authentic. I found users suffering with the very real
disease. I wanted to use genuine people I know in real life. So, each character
is based off real-life situations. But I have changed their name for the privacy
and discretion.

Name: Ricky
Occupation: I.T Teacher
Age: 27
Lives: Luton
Hobbies:
•Watching T.V
•Currently learning illustrator
•Social Networking

• Ricky is a South-Asian male who is 27 years old, who suffers with
Anxiety. Growing up in a very traditional household, his family are now
pressuring him into getting married. As he has been working
professionally for 4 years as an I.T teacher. So now they think it is time
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for him to settle down.
• Due to his family being immigrants, and his dad being mentally ill, the
responsibility is now on him. Paying mortgage on his name and working
7- days a week, 5 as a teacher and the weekends at Tesco’s. Ricky has
been in an unhappy relationship for 3-4 years. He is continuing this toxic
relationship as the girl is Indian (the same heritage as him) and the
pressure from his family is growing. His self-esteem is so low, that he is
unable to end the relationship. Despite his dad being severely mentally
ill. Mental health is still a taboo subject within the Asian community and
his household. With lack of income and the toxic masculinity, he
continues to suffer regularly with Anxiety attacks (sometimes so bad
that he will not leave his house) and will still continue with his toxic
relationship as he thinks he cannot find/deserve better.
• Goal Ricky wants from my website: How to manage his Anxiety without
openly talking about it yet. Gain a better understanding of the topic
mental health, so that he doesn’t feel so alone. And motivation to begin
managing his mental health. Plus, to know there are helplines, that can
help him; this be listed on my website.
• Challenges he may face: Trying to stay fit amongst many responsibilities,
feeling busy, juggling different priorities and refusing to see a therapist.

Name: Shannon
Occupation: Student
Age:20
Lives: Reading
Hobbies:
• Read
• Solve Puzzles
• Build Lego
• Makes YouTube video’s
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• Shannon is 20 years old, just heading into university for the second time.
As the first time, she had a mental break-down, because she is not used
to being apart from her family for so long. Shannon suffers from Anxiety
and Depression. Because of this, one can lead into the other very easily.
Whilst being at university, Shannon for the first time, had a relationship
with a toxic man. This man made her feel inadequate, reaffirmed her
lack of self- esteem. Which then led her into a deeper spiral of
Depression and being anxious. This all happened, whilst trying to
manage university. Although this may seem like a very minor reason for
some, this actually effects a lot of girls at university, as some people
experience things at a later age. In university, there are the pressures to
find yourself and enjoy your “uni life” as much as possible. When in
reality, for some people, its moving to a complete different city, without
knowing anyone. At a young age trying to act brave to your family that
you’re doing okay.
• Goal Shannon wants from my website: Find support from others in a
similar situation, learning to gain confidence and self-esteem, learning
how to find comfort in living alone and learning about toxic
relationships. A direction to guide her into talking to someone.
• Challenges she may face: lots of work from university, feels insecure to
share personal issues to someone.

Name: Alisa
Age:27
Occupation: Admin Assistant
Hobbies:
• Read
• Cook
• Bake
• Socials with friends
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•

Exercise

•
Alisa is 27 years old and works in
an admin office. Alisa has had a fairly
good- upbringing but still suffers with
Anxiety. Alisa thinks it may be due to
the fact that her dad never encouraged
her to pursue the things she really
enjoyed from a young age. Which led
her to do things not so whole-heartedly.
•
Now Alisa, moves from a sense of
dis- belief within herself, she is in deepprocrastination every time she needs to perform a task that may help
her in the future. This is not from laziness but the Anxiety that makes
her world pause.
• What Alisa needs from my website: Learning how to start off with smallchanges without overwhelming herself and talking to herself in a
positive manner. A link to help her to reach out for help and making the
first step.
• Challenges Alisa may face: Work load from her job and sticking to the
lifestyle changes.

Target audience
From looking at my user persona’s, I will use their ages, as the age bracket for
my target audience. Millenniums and new generation between the ages of 1828.
I do feel my content will be appreciated by women, more than men. But I do
hope to attract both genders. However, I know more women may be drawn to
my website. Simply, because I know women do tend to do more research then
men. Women engage more in articles, on self-love and taking care of their
emotions. I know this because, from looking at statistics for men, they have a
higher suicide rate in the UK.
Men are often expected to be the strong breadwinners and to be strong,
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dominant and in control. While these aren’t inherently bad things, they can
make it harder for men to reach out for help and open up. Some research also
suggests that men who can’t speak openly about their emotions, may be less
able to recognise symptoms of mental health problems in themselves. Which
makes them less likely to reach out for support.
Men may also be likely to use potentially harmful coping mechanisms. Such as
drugs or alcohol and less likely to talk to family or friends about their mental
health.
However, there is research to suggest that men will access help when they feel
it meets their preferences, and is easily accessed, meaningful and engaging.
So, by research my website and target audience will mostly be used by women.
However, if my articles are meaningful enough, it will be accessed by more
men. I would love for both genders to appreciate my website, as mental health
does not discriminate.
After doing a bit of research, I have found that my target ages tend to be very
large internet users and can:
•
•
•
•

regularly multi-task so content needs to be attention grabbing
React to incentives and offers
Mobile driven (and tablet use)
Articles or written content should be short and concise-Brevity is key –
want information quickly
• Imagery driven
• Mixture of mobile, tablet and desktop consumption
Primarily, these are the things that I tried to include into my website. I feel that
my website is imagery driven. I feel this is very important. As when suffering
with a mental health condition, it is so easy to get overwhelmed by the content
and also very easy to get distracted and relapse back into procrastination.

How my content will be beneficial specifically for them?
Doing further research I found more preferences of what millenniums like on a
website. This list includes:
• Video (short) – on Love from P, I have included a guided meditation, that
is led by myself. I wrote and edited the video.
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• Promotional emails & discounts – as my website has no merchandise yet
to offer, I could not include this. However, I will be keeping this mind for
future expansion.
• Blogs – I have written three articles so far, in a blog format.
• Social media – right now Love from P has YouTube and Instagram.
• Lists and facts – I have included facts, that I have researched for
symptoms of Anxiety and Depression. Also, health lines and emergency
services that they can get in touch with.
• Emotional content – i.e. (real life perspectives, stories) – the articles that
I have written, are all based from my personal experiences.
• Beneficial content i.e. recipes, checklists, guides – Love from P, has
recipes that have been uploaded and is open for more recipes to be
published by the users.

Interviews
So, I conducted another interview, with people that I personally know that
suffer with mental health. This interview will help me gain more perspective on
what to write, when writing the content on my website.
I asked them these following questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

How long have you been suffering with mental health?
Do you think there’s enough resources out there for mental health?
If yes – what are they and how did they help you?
If no- what would you want on the website, when you are having a
mental health episode?
5. What kind of techniques do you do, to help you with your mental
health?
6. Do you know someone who also suffers with mental health?
– if yes, what advise do you give to them? Or where do you tell
them to look for help?
7. How old are you? & what social apps do you or would you use? Which
23

draws your attention to know more on mental health?

Why I interviewed them…
I asked them these specific questions, to see what audiences in mental health
already know about the subject. So, I know what articles not to focus on and
what to spend more time researching about. If they did get information, how
many people know about this information and where can I find this
information? If they had useful websites, I could also broaden my knowledge
and I can add this into the content of my own.

In total, there are six users and this is what their answers were:
User 1:
1. 8 years but probably symptoms there in childhood too

2. yes – there’s more talk about mental health now on social media
platforms and places where you can self-refer like talk plus, and the
craze of self-help books have helped to give people access to help
themselves

3. Biggest issue is how to be referred to counselling and how to find
that resource or get it, if it’s too expensive
- Write down anything I want to get done the next day at night time
so it offloads my brain before bed
- Practise deep breathing when anxious

4. Yes – try and offer things that have been helpful to me
- I also listen with no judgement and let them get things off their
chest when they need to
- I respect boundaries as some people are different, you like to chat
and be listened to, Matt (her boyfriend) needs space mixed with
support
- Suggest any books and articles I’ve read
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5. 24 years old

6. Instagram has got better for mental health and YouTube
- Facebook is good for some people you know to open up with
posts
- Twitter can be harmful to mental health, I think as it gets quite
toxic

User 2:
1. Around 7 years
2. Yes, so many resources, you just have to search for them
3. Oh, I am literally always looking for them and they help me integrate
certain self-care tips into my life
4. Journaling – gratitude journaling, affirmations, daily check-ins, getting
counselling, reading, limiting screen time before bed, morning routine
and night routine
5. Yes! Okay so I never give advice – just suggestions – I would suggest
everything that has previously worked for me.
6. age 21, I use Instagram, TikTok and YouTube. These apps are great when
trying to find self-help resources

User 3:
1. I think there’s some resources available when it comes to mental health
but sometimes I don’t think it’s for everyone. Personally, for me, I have a
hard time asking for help and didn’t find therapy useful. However,
seeing adds relating to mental health is good as we know help is out
there.
2. Music, movies or reading are some techniques I do when it comes to my
mental health, it’s a good distraction and sometimes lifts your mood.
3. A lot of people around me suffer with mental health. When it comes to
advice, it’s just about listening to them and being there for them. We
can suggest therapy but that sometimes scares them so it’s just best to
slowly ease into that conversation, rather than suggest help straight the
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way. Sometimes a friend is all a person needs.
4. I am 24 years old, and I do not have any social media as personally for
me. Social media effects my mental health, more than it helps.

User 4:
1. Since my grandma passed away it became more prominent
2. No
3. I would like to see more tips on how a overcome mental health episode,
different avenues on how to cope with mental health and tips on how to
create more joy in your life
4. Dancing, taking a bath, listening to music, going on nature walks,
speaking to friends who help me with my mental health
5. Yes, I tell them to take a break and not take life so seriously. I also tell
them to maybe look for counselling or therapy.
6. I am 25 and I use Instagram, Tik tok and YouTube.

User 5:
1. I never actually acknowledged my symptoms when they started, I didn’t
know how to. I was just confused as to what was going on and didn’t
really know where to search or how to search for help.
2. Yes, Instagram accounts, Facebook groups, podcasts and Tik toks
- They helped by giving me a vetted understanding of what anxiety
is.
3. Creating a daily schedule, mantra meditation, daily walks, dancing,
cooking, cleaning and reading. I feel like these techniques help mask my
anxiety, however I need to find techniques to help with managing the
symptoms for my triggers.
4. Yes – I have just given the suggestions that work for me
5. I am 27 years old

User 6:
1. I have been suffering all my life, but I have only become aware that this
is an “illness” in the last three years.
2. I contacted my GP, as soon as I was aware of my condition. They placed
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me on a waiting list, which I am still awaiting to this day (3 years later)
3. I go for walks, speak to my friends and I try to keep myself busy.
4. I let people confide in me to the capacity to which I can give
5. I am 23 years old, nearly 24. I use Instagram on a daily basis and I have
time limits so I don’t spend hours scrolling.

Down below is where I have inserted some pictures for reference. Not all
comments are shown. Some parts of the conversation are hidden, for their
privacy:

What did all 6 users have in common?
• None of these users are currently in counselling or have had counselling
but no longer continued. As, either the price is too much or they didn’t
find it useful.
• A lot of the techniques these users are using, are what I am going to be
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introducing onto my website. Many people, may not be as familiar with
the techniques such as meditating, deep breathing and how to set
routines.
• 2/6 didn’t know they had Anxiety or Depression
• They all read/listen to self-help books or articles as they are all trying to
better themselves.
• Lastly 5/6 users, use social media to connect and gain knowledge.

Other Research
Me and a close friend hosted a room on an app called “clubhouse” were we
engaged with random people. Some including audiences in America, were we
gave general advice on spirituality (as it stems from both our religions, we have
a working knowledge of this topic). From there, I had people asking me
questions such as “how do I improve my self-esteem” “what mindful habits
and books, do you recommend” and other relationship questions. From this, I
gathered data of what content I definitely wanted to include. I will explain this,
further down in the report.

Emotional Map – Goal of Website
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I created an emotional map, to help to gain a better understanding of what the
aim of my website will be. What kind of users will come onto my website and
how they will navigate through it. The description below, describes the events
that are happening in the pictures above.
• Meet joe, he seems like your average guy with a lot of friends at
university, having lots of fun in the first picture
• In reality, due to men not talking about their feelings enough, he feels
lost, sad and alone. The picture above is a reflection on what he really
feels like, and he cannot understand why.
• He tends to procrastinate on his work, he is unorganised and his
unhealthy habits are leading to a bad sleeping pattern.
• With no one to talk to, he scrolls mindlessly on Instagram, to find
temporary joy. Then, he comes across my website link of Love from P,
through my Instagram page.
• So, he decides to visit my website (that is linked to my Instagram) and
finds an article on an introduction to mental health, and a number
service he may call, if he feels like it’s getting too much.
• On this website, he finds the article on how to feel better, when you’re
feeling low and decided to create a better routine that can benefit his
mind, body and soul.
• After experimenting a little bit with these techniques, he may decide to
reach out to a lecturer- to seek help that may be provided from the
university or from the lecturer himself.
• He’s finally starting to feel a little more relaxed, as he has acknowledged
his symptoms. He found techniques that may help him manage his
symptoms, and with extra help he can cope with studying and feeling a
little more like himself.
• This is overall the end goal that I would want to achieve.
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Structure
After planning my emotional map, understanding my user’s needs, and
researching the user persona’s. I finally was ready to create the content I
wanted to include. Originally this was my plan (look at text below)

I know I wanted my website to be arranged in topic schemes. Yet, I wanted to
make sure the landing page was the most therapeutic. As I knew that having a
calming image, can help you settle in. Originally, I wanted to have a video,
continuously playing of a waterfall. The sound of rain or water can be very
tranquil and are known to decrease Anxiety. However, I got feed-back to place
the video onto a separate page, as it can be very distracting.
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As my website, is a mental health website, I wanted to include factual
information on the symptoms of Anxiety and Depression. I wanted to write
about, mental burn out, and my personal tips on how to manage it. Also, links
to different free helplines eg Samaritans.
The reason why I decided to include factual information, is from my research
above. Millenniums look for facts to refer to on a website.
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I wanted to include an article on happiness. This includes an introduction on
how to take care of your mental health, how to boost your happiness by taking
care of your mind, body and soul, daily habits to adopt and why chasing
happiness won’t make you happy.

An
article on confidence- starting off with small changes, talking to yourself in a
positive manner, gratitude, looking your best and chasing your goals and tips I
gained for confidence as an actor.

An article on love & relationships-how to let go of toxic people, finding your
triggers and creating boundaries, let go of expectations and let go of the need
for approval.
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Food- quick recipes for when you’re feeling down and can’t be bothered to
cook.

A link to YouTube-for techniques on yoga, meditation, chakra’s, positive
affirmation and the advice-topics that I am giving on my website but in shorter
videos.
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Lastly a tab for just quotes- based on general life (quotes are really popular and
I created an Instagram, just for my quotes)

My final structure

In the end, I did not include all the content that I wrote above, simply because I
did not have enough time to complete everything. Instead, I decided to
combine some of the articles topics into the three above. I kept the recipes,
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but collaborated with a chef on Instagram. As the information was already
there, and she had a popular following. Lastly, I created a zen page. Within that
page, I included a meditation video that I filmed and wrote myself, and
included breathing exercises. I kept the factual information of helplines and
signs and symptoms on both Anxiety and Depression. I mostly combined all
the ideas above and split them into separate categories. This keeps the
website minimalistic. It also makes my website easier to navigate through, and
keeps my content well organised. My plan is to let the website gain more
traffic, then hopefully write more articles, or submit recipes or articles from
the users themselves (as I’ve mentioned above).

Firmness
Domain name
I chose Love from P as a domain name, as it is quick and easy to
remember. The love idea, came from the thought of self-love and the” from p”
comes from the idea from the journey of my own process and secrets that I
used, to help me get through mental health. As I mentioned before, it’s almost
like this website is my own personal diary of tips

Hosting Platform
I decided to stick with the hosting platform of Clook. This is because of the
affordability and the hosting package’s advantages. It has free migration, free
SSL certificate and 24/7 support. It has 10gb space, 512 MB Ram, unlimited
data transfer and 1CPU.
Another big reason of sticking to Clook, was that it had the added benefit of CPanel; which I was already familiar with and saves time on learning.

SEO
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For my SEO Title I decided to write- “Mindfulness and motivation for your
mental health–LoveFromP” and my meta description as “Everyday mindful
tips to help maintain your mental health, a guideline to help motivate you
with your mind, body and soul. Let us, help you.”
I wanted to make sure I am using my target key words, such as mindful,
motivation and mental health. As when reading “On – site SEO guide by Albert
Mora pg.14”, Albert talks about “The title and meta tags being the most
important tags” so it’s imperative to correctly specify for each page.
I want words such as mindfulness and motivation to be the first thing the
audience see, when searching for advice on this particular topic. I want them
to find the familiarity and recognition when typing it into a search engine. The
SEO title is 60 characters, which is within limit for the title (Albert mentions not
exceeding 65 characters, including spaces) for the google search engine. I have
also put Love from P at the end, because google often truncate a page title to
put the brand name in; so, I have decided to fit it all in from the beginning.
The meta description will be helpful to an informational searcher. It has the
important keywords which can help my click-through website. Although a
search engine such as google, doesn’t look in the meta description for the key
words you want to rank for. I still have the key words put in. This is a good idea
because those are the things the audience is looking for, and I always want to
talk in my audience’s language. This is 140 characters, which is also in the safe
bracket for the google engine.
After understanding my click-through rate. At a later stage, when my website
has been live for a while. I may want to revisit and change these, to optimise
the ranking.
The picture below, are the keywords that I just picked up from Sem-rush. This
is on different mental health websites, and this is the terminology that they’re
using. It is going to be something that I am going to keep researching. But
these are the words I have found so far, and are the questions that I used in
my articles.
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CMS or no CMS?
Originally, I wanted to create a bespoke website using the front-end languages
of HTML & CSS, Vanilla Java-script, Bootstrap and PHP.
Why HTML and CSS? when I do use html, I will be setting up a DOCTYPE, just to
state that I am using html. It will also diminish the number of errors my user
will encounter, which helps with cross-browser compatibility. Furthermore, for
the CSS, I made sure to use the CSS reset rules to set a baseline that will help
across different browsers. I will be using CSS animation, CSS styling for the
content, icons, & media queries for responsiveness (this is what I ended up
using for WordPress)
I wanted to use PHP, mainly for server side includes and also as a back-up from
vanilla Java script and only use Java-script as a progressive enhancement.
However, I used PHP in WordPress – so I did not miss out.
So why vanilla Java script? I wanted to manipulate the DOM without having to
use any sort of frameworks, such as react or angular. So, having done a bit of
vanilla Java script in class. I wanted to apply these same techniques to my
website. Such as telling the user whether it’s the morning/evening and letting
them choose the background colour accordingly to their preference. Also
allowing them to make the choice to the background music; whether they
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want it playing or not. I understood that it was going to take some time for me
to learn, but I wanted the opportunity to be able to learn a language like this
whilst I was in university.
Why bootstrap? So, from my knowledge, bootstrap is a modern-day CSS-frame
work, to help you speed up and help with website development. It can add
responsivity to my user’s website. The website will adapt to my user’s device.
Making it easier for my front-end design. It will also enable me to use its html
components and features.
Depending on what I design I decide to do, I can download customized version,
such as, adding buttons, responsive grids, glipchons and drop-down bars - as I
am thinking of having many articles leading to different pages.
It also has a cross browser compatibility. As not all browsers understand on
how to use CSS correctly or the same. But bootstrap supports all the modern
web desktops and mobile browsers and also all the older browsers such as IE
10 & IE 11. Also boot-strap is actively developed, which means that new
features like bug fixes and improvement are released frequently.
I was also aware, when I researched, that someone had said that many
bootstrap websites, look similar, as all components are the same. I may be able
to over-ride and modify the sheets manually which defeats the purpose of
using the frame-work.
However, after receiving feedback on this. My tutors advised me not to use
Bootstrap, as all sites do in fact look similar, and to instead, consider using
WordPress. WordPress has many advantages to it, and I will be using PHP and
can use Java Script.

Why I went for WordPress
Word host about 30% of the worlds websites and due to the popularity, I think
it has been a great skill that I have learned. Many developers are now moving
on to CMS due to the many different advantages. Some of which include the of
the several plugin’s. Because of the popularity, there were a lot of resources
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out there that have helped me utilise WordPress to my advantage. Two of the
books I read is “How to build a website using WordPress by Martie” and
“WordPress made super simple by Jack Davies and Sarah Winfrey”. These
books helped me gain a better understanding on where to begin. Plus, know
how to set up miniscule things such as menu’s, how to write a blog post,
plugins and adding pictures and video’s. I also watched a lot of video tutorials
and set up the local server of ‘MAMP’ on my laptop. This was especially useful
as I am a visual learner and I could see exactly how my website was looking.
When choosing this CMS, I knew that my website was going to be content
heavy, so I wanted a CMS that would allow me to make regular updates. It also
allows the opportunity to expand content to different parts of the worlds,
including different languages. Adding a new admin, would be made easier and
additionally allows therapists (that I want in the future) to have access to the
portal. Lastly, it allows users to comment on my articles, which shows how
much traffic I am bringing in and gives my website a chance to be interactive.

Plugins
In total, I used six plugins. These include:
To share button:
This allows my users to share my articles from one click and allows access onto
apps such as WhatsApp.
Cookie policy:
To make users aware that I am running google analytics and it is mandatory EU
law to have one.
Site kit:
To keep up to date with my google analytics and track the data of where my
traffic is coming from
Updraft:
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To regularly back my WordPress site up, I have also made my WordPress site
into a zip file and saved it onto an external hard drive. I felt Git was too
complicated to learn at this stage, but I will be looking into, after this course.

Yoast:
To maintain and update my SEO on the site
The Top:
This button allows users to easily scroll back up to the top, I have also coded
“the top” button on the footer as a back-up.

CSS Animation
I used CSS animation on the home page, as I first had a hover effect, but this
would not be displayed on mobile version. So, I used ‘ease-in and out’ on the
affirmation section. I wanted to use sprites with my icons, but I felt I had little
time on learning. I will maybe add-in sprites during a later stage.

Delight
When designing my website, I know I wanted to have a calm aura to it. As
when I used to feel anxious or down, a relaxing image, used to do the trick.
Often, when visiting mental health websites such as NHS and Mind, they would
bombard us with unwanted information. So, I carried out a survey on my local
app of snapchat, to see what the number of viewers would perceive to be the
most relaxing thing to look at.
And based on their responses, I found some images that corresponded with
what they said. Some said, the moon, sunsets, beaches, the ocean and lastly,
greenery. Nonetheless, the winner was an image of the sunset. However, I still
wanted to explore all image colours. Additionally, the reason I didn’t just ask
the user personas, was because joy and peace is a universal feeling.
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(The images below are corresponding with the answers)

The images are the parallel colour schemes. There are so many colours which I
love here! Especially the pinks. But I had to remember, although this is my
personal branding, the website is not about me as a person, but more so about
the users facing the same difficulty as me. So, using colours such as pink, may
make the website more youthful and feminine and may not attract a male
audience. It may cause a psychological response like ‘this is a girly website’
which is something I want to avoid. Although that statement may seem
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stereotypical, traditional gender roles are what society play by, and are slowly
breaking out of, but not entirely as of yet.
Ultimately, I came up with a final colour palate, which is the image below.

I used a mixture of white to brown as my primary, blue as my secondary and
orange as my call to action. I used the colour white because it could represent
a number of things from purity and even birth. I like the thought of birth,
because I want my website to be where they find new information to rebuild
themselves; so, in other essences, they could be rebirthing themselves.
White is also bright and can create a sense of space. I even added highlights of
green on the homepage. Which also represents immortality and rebirth. The
brown represents soil, and give it an earthy feel, without actually having to use
green as a main colour.
I really like the colour blue. It represents a calming and trusting personality,
which is the message I’m trying to deliver behind the brand.
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Finally, the call to action swatch of orange, represents warmth and joy, as-well
as giving it that sunset feel.

Fonts
-Sub/Heading

- Body Texts
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So, I went for the font ‘Cinzel’. As I’m trying to convey a handwriting font to
make it more personal when greeting on the homepage. I used the font
‘Urbanist’ for it to be lighter on the eyes, as when people read my articles, they
may be crying or in a bad headspace, so it’s easier to recite. Finally, the font
‘Open Sans’ is used as the body text, as it’s a not a heavy font and it is not
difficult to read, especially with a content heavy site like mine.

Logo’s
I found illustrating logo’s very difficult, as I had never used illustrator before or
had a background in graphic designing.

Here are some of the logos I’ve generated on a website. I wanted to take
inspiration from them as I was a beginner in this field. However, these are not
the colours of the logo’s that I want to choose. But in fact, I preferred the
shapes. I like the heart with the pulse rate, as this is a representation of a
heart-doctor. As Depression and Anxiety are emotions that you feel and I am
trying to help you manage your emotions. Also, the two heads represent me
sharing my knowledge. I was really new to design, so I kind of didn’t know
where to start. So, I hoped these designs sparked ideas, which they did.
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Which led me to originally wanting my logo to look like a stamp at the end of a
hand-written letter. But as drawing out more designs – I felt that theme didn’t
go with my website.

Final Logo Design
For the final logo design, I decided to draw
a flower that represented a water lily. I
played around a lot with the other designs.
But I felt that if I characterised my logo,
with a drawing of me – the rest of the site would have to fit the same
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illustrations. As I am not that experienced, it would have taken me a long time
to find the appropriate designs. Instead, after playing around with having a
flower as a ‘third eye’ symbol. I felt it was the correct representation of peace.
As water lilies represent hope, rebirth, wellness and peace.

Icons
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The pictures above show my attempts on working on illustrator and how I
slowly transitioned with practise. Unfortunately, these are the designs that
didn’t make it. Some were simply because of lack of practise. Others were
because I had feed-back from people suffering with mental health, on certain
icons looking to morbid and dull. They liked the initial drawings but would not
feel comfortable clicking on them, if they were in a bad headspace. I have kept
these icons in a folder, in case of future projects that I can use, including new
articles.

These were the final designs I chose to publish on my website. As they have
more of an inviting and warm aura. I initially wished I spent more time
designing more illustrations but I found illustrator hard to use, with the
amount of time we had to publish the site.

Wireframes
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The pictures above show the first ever wireframe I created for the website. The
homepage was going to have a navigation at the top, with a drop-down menu
revealing the different topics. The navigation was always going to be a
hamburger menu, even in desktop view. As you scroll further down the page, I
was going to have 2-3 sentences about me and a brief introduction to Anxiety
and Depression, and a button you can click to talk about the topics in further
detail.
Once you’ve clicked a button on either Depression or Anxiety. It talks about
what Depression is. Further down is a video of me speaking on my tips.
Because my video is going to be under 10mins, I then write tips on the website
in more detail. Then the same approach has been delivered for the Anxiety
page.
Another tab I created, was recipes page. I wanted to have a grid of different
recipes and when you click on one, you get taken to the page. Then, the page
explains the instructions and images at the bottom. I kept a similar format to
this on my main website, but did not include as many recipes. Lastly, the about
me page. I wanted to have a video introducing myself, and at the bottom, have
a paragraph of why I created this website. As I kept experimenting, my layout
designs changed – I will be explaining the changes in the next section.
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Implementation

After getting feedback from my tutors, I decided to do another mock-up of my
second home page idea, just before I start designing. I wanted to have all the
topics at the bottom, so the users can see what they wanted to explore. But,
after getting feedback from my tutors, the information architecture wasn’t
right. Recipes, Anxiety and Depression didn’t look right on the same page. So, I
didn’t use that layout, but was adamant to have a calming image on the first
landing page. So, I kept the idea of an image, and I started working on the
information architecture.
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Moving forward, this was the beginning schedule that I planned to finish the
website. I thought it was going to be set in stone and very easy to complete.

However, in reality, this was the actual schedule I followed.

Content
The content took me way longer than I originally planned. As I had to do a lot
of research into the articles I was writing. I looked on many websites to gain
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inspiration. Still, the app that helped me the most was Instagram. I found real
therapists, sharing tips on CBT and how to manage Depression and Anxiety. I
also watched a lot of YouTube videos with proclaimed trauma healers, sharing
tips and advice on this subject. After gathering enough information and making
notes, I re-wrote all the information for the users. I was going to originally
share my recipes, but I knew I was bad at giving instructions. So, I collaborated
with a chef with ready-made recipes, set for display. I also researched on easy
breathing exercises, signs and symptoms of both Anxiety and Depression and
helplines. I want my users to be able to get the most out of my website. So, I
tried to research and include a lot of information. I wanted the information to
be accessed easily and all in the comfort of one site.

Images and Videos
After completing my content, I had to find the right videos to suit my website. I
was going to be originally recording all the information myself, but simple
things such as a plain room was difficult to find. So instead, I decided to record
and write a voice-over. I chose to have rain as my background sound, as it was
difficult to find copyright free sound. I also researched the Psychology of what
relaxes people. I found that ASMR helps show physiological responses like a
decreased heart rate, which explains the intense feeling of relaxation. During
ASMR, the brain releases endorphins and oxytocin. In the winter last year, I
recorded small waterfalls and the wind and rain, to have original content.
However, there was always someone either speaking in the back, or the
footage did not suit the theme of the recording. So, I went onto a site called
Pexels, which has free images and videos, that is copyright free. All of my
images were carefully chosen from this site, and the video on site is also from
here. As WordPress did not let me upload a Pexels video, I downloaded the
content and uploaded it onto YouTube and cross referenced the original artist.
`I did not use YouTube videos, as you have to ask permission from the content
creator first. As I want my website to be running for a long time, I made sure to
spend extra-time finding the right footage and images. In the future, I would
like to eventually have my own images on my website.
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Proto-type
After completing my content, I decided to work in HTML and CSS first. Then
later converting it onto WordPress.
http://parishapatel.uk/lovefromp/index.html
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As you can see in the images above. The first picture, I decided not to have a
menu. This is because, I wanted my site to be an interactive site and I wanted
the users to scroll. Or, potentially click on the button to let me know how they
are feeling. Then, once they have clicked onto an option, they enter my site
and my menu turns into a curtain menu on the side. I used the book, “HTML &
CSS By Jon Duckett – p.g 254” to help me with opacity colours of the menu and
a basic brush up on my HTML and CSS knowledge.
Still, after receiving feedback, I was told that my users may not understand
how to use my website, without a menu. Or, they may not want to clickthrough the articles, to get onto my main website.
Therefore, I decided to try the curtain menu on my landing page, but it felt
very distracting. Eventually, I realised that if I split my articles into categories. I
can place all the topics beneath the title, and it will be out the way and clearer
for users to read the content.
Ultimately, I kept the same layout for the final design. However, I changed the
background colour from a notepad, to a softer wallpaper. The notepad looked
harsh and the colour did not complete my overall theme. Finally, the HTML
and CSS was transferred onto WordPress.

Social Media
I am currently using Instagram and YouTube to promote my website. I feel the
promotion side, is a part I am finding difficult. As it is very hard to remain
active and create original posts every-day. Yet, going forward, I plan to contact
mental-health charities, and see if they can promote it onto their stories. I also
plan on making more collaborations and hopefully gain a following from their
clients.
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Analysis
Site Review
Using Google page Insights, Love from P scored 82/100 on mobile and 88/100
on desktop. Love from P has confirmed a positive layout shift, speed index, a
total blocking time of 80s and scored a good speed of 3.9s for the time to
interact. Love from P, scored an amber. To improve, I took Google’s
suggestion on setting a specific height and weight to images and reducing on
CSS. My site then turned from this:
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To this:

I scored 95/100 on mobile and 99/100 on desktop. Changing my layout, speed
index, blocking time and time to interact to a better speed time.
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Browser Testing
I also routinely tested my site on Chrome, Firefox, Safari and sometimes
Internet Edge. I wanted to make sure all users on whatever platform would
have the same experience. Fortunately, my cross-browser testing was a
success. Which indicates it displays well across many browsers and devices
such as Mobile, Ipad, Mac and PC. I made sure to make my website responsive
from a small screen size of 320px to a larger desktop size of 2100px
I also used the testing tool of Nibbler and I scored 8.2 for the overall site. My
accessibility scored a 9.4, Experience a 7.3 and Technology a 9.1 out of 10.

I need to improve on my marketing score, as I do not currently have a twitter
account and no incoming links.
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Accessibility Review
In order for my site to be accessed by everyone, I made sure to take the steps
to ensure it can be used on all devices. The first step I took to ensure it was
accessibility on all browsers, was to use semantically correct coding. I also took
a mobile first approach to building my site and I made it fully responsive. Also,
coding in semantic HTML5 is arguably lighter in file size than non-semantic
spaghetti code, and easier to make responsive. Not only do my
HTML <button>s have some suitable styling applied by default, they also have
built-in keyboard accessibility — users can navigate between buttons using
the Tab key and activate their selection using Return or Enter .
I also used ARIA roles, which identifies and describes structural areas within the
page. Assisting users with disabilities, through optimising the website for
screen-readers and keyboard navigation.

Analytics
In the weeks that my site was launched (14th September) I was monitoring how
well my website was doing, and how the numbers changed as I continued to
make improvements to the site.

At the beginning, the images were not all loading on the home-page. The
content had not been proof-read and the font colours had not been updated.
After updating the site, my numbers grew but were still relatively low. Which is
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expected as it was fairly new. However, I was happy to review that 6.2% had
an organic search, 1.5% from referral and 4.6% is from socials. It does need
improvement but I am happy there are organic and social media numbers
available to view.
As of yesterday, I had a total of 1,167 page views, 647 user engagements and
378 scroll counts.

What really surprised me, was the location of where my users were coming
from. I have users from the United States, Guinea, and China. This shows me
that my website can reach a larger audience and is helping people, from
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different parts in the world. United Kingdom does have the majority of users,
which was expected as it has a ‘. co.uk’ domain name.

I had a total of 68 new users with an average time of 4minutes and 46seconds.
I am disappointment with the time spent on my website, as I was hoping it
would be longer. However, I have had 25 returning users, which shows that my
content is valuable. Also, I am glad the sites SEO is working as I have had 4
unique visitors from search.
The most popular content is the landing page. Users click on the landing page
and then lead to different pages. I am happy to know that my most popular
content is, ‘Information and Support’. This page provides helplines to different
organisations and charities. Following that, is the recipes page. Which I am a
bit surprised, but I am glad that people can do a variation of things on my
website. I also received a comment from a user saying “I really enjoyed the
recipes page, this website has something for everyone”; which I really
appreciated. Lastly, the third popular pages, were the ‘Be Zen’ page and
‘Advice’, both with 60 views each. This shows, the users are liking more factual
and creative ideas. Which will help me with future content ideas.
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The user demographics are not currently available. Which Is a shame, because
I would love to get an idea of what genders and ages are visiting my website,
to see if I am on target.
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It is interesting to see that most users are accessing my site via mobile then
desktop and then tablet. Majority, are using Safari and Chrome. Knowing this,
is important as I can see how different users are accessing and experiencing
the site. Majority of users should be having a similar experience. I did have a
member using Nexus, which I have not tested on, but will be looking into for
further development.

Conclusion
After months of working hard on my final project, I received positive feedback
with only one suggestion. This was to change the footer links, to an inline
position. After making that change I had finally finished my site.
The value proposition of the site was to provide mental health advice,
motivation and information. I feel as the site currently stands, achieves this
proposition.
Along the way I have learned how to work with WordPress, use Illustrator, and
work with HTML and CSS. I would still like to deepen my knowledge on PHP,
Illustrator and JavaScript.
Although my site is never fully complete, I am happy with the overall design,
and feel confident to add this onto my portfolio. It has truly been a rewarding
experience.
Going forward, in the design element. I want to add more JavaScript
enhancements, such as building in music, and having a dark and light toggle.
For the layout, I want to play around more with grids, and have more images
aligning next to the text. Finally, for the content element. I want to add
quizzes, more recipes and build a data base for cheap therapists in areas all
over England. Eventually, moving onto Scotland and Wales. I want a login
system, for users to have to build a forum and share experiences. Lastly, I want
to promote my website on more platforms and collaborate with therapists and
charities. I will be continuing to monitor my site via Analytics to make more
improvements, where and when needed.
I would like to thank my tutors, David and Prisca, for their continuous support.
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